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PROLOGUE

  A dozen years before the events of Myth: The Fallen Lords the cities of the West 
prepared for war. As the Province organized troops a few legions of volunteers stood 
guard over the passes of the Cloudspine, holding back the Fallen Lords until an 
offensive army could be gathered.

  The leaders of the Light knew they would be 
helpless against Balor's fury alone, so a treaty 
was formed with the mighty Forest Giants. 
They would come to the aid of the legions each 
spring to defend the pass and then return to 
Forest Heart at the first snowfall because 
defense was unnecessary during winter - 
blizzards filled the pass with so much snow that 
even the undead could not cross.

  For three years the legions and Forest Giants 
successfully defended the pass side by side in 
an almost neverending battle against Thrall and frostbite. Then, without warning, the 
Forest Giants did not return. Balor seized this oppurtunity to break through the 
weakened defences at Seven Gates and Bagrada, and then into the flatlands of the 
west.

   That summer the Province was crushed. 
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TO INSTALL AND PLAY

  1) Place the MythTGW_v1 plugin in your plugins folder (located within your Myth II: 
Soulblighter folder) and open Myth II.

  2) Select New Game. The first level of Myth: The Great War should be at the top of the 
list. Select it and start a game, you're good to go! (note that holding down the spacebar 
while pressing New Game will make all levels visible, even ones you haven't played yet)

  3) It is strongly recommended (but not required) that you remove any plugins aside 
from Bungie's patches and delete/rename your local folder if it has anything in it other 
than custom formations. When you're done playing Myth: TGW, you should remove it 
from your plugins folder so Myth does not slow down during multiplayer gaming.

REQUIREMENTS

  If you can play most Myth II maps (with the exception of massive total conversions such 
as Jinn or Warlords), you should be just fine.

  Some levels use 3D fog. If you have a graphics card that is supported by Myth II, you'll 
need to make sure you have it selected as your renderer in preferences and then turn on 
3D fog. While this isn't required, it does add a lot to the general coolness.

  Go to www.Bungie.net and get the most recent patch for Myth II if you haven't already 
(currently 1.3.1 for Macs and 1.3 for PCs)

  If you're having problems, go to the Cartographers of Myth's forums to get some help.
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GENERAL INFO

  Myth: The Great War is a seven level solo-campaign for Myth II: Soulblighter. It could 
be considered an unofficial prequel to Myth: The Fallen Lords, but can be more 
accurately compared with Chimera by Badlands in terms of length.

  All attempts have been made to keep the story true to Myth history as supplied by 
GURPS Myth and the previous games. Unfortunately, we don't know everything about 
the history during this time in the game universe so voids had to be filled and characters 
added - and we also took a few small liberties to make it more fun rather than historically 
accurate. This prequel should not be taken as a perfect portrayel of events that occured 
during this time, but it's damn close.

  Keeping with the idea that fun gameplay is the key but a great story is its foundation, 
Myth: The Great War has a complex yet understandable plot with more than a couple 
twists to keep it interesting. It uses the same Journal format as Myth: TFL and Myth II: 
Soulblighter, and has brand new music and quality voice overs.
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